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Solving Muller and Parity Games
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How to Win Muller Games: The DJW Game
invented by Dziembowski, Jurdzinski and Walukiewicz (1997)
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Winning condition:
|Inf(ρ)∩ {A, B, C, D}| = max(Inf(ρ)∩ {1, 2, 3, 4})
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Formal Definition of Muller Game
Player B wins ρ iff

the number of vertices A, B, C, D visited infinitely often

= highest number of Q1 visited infinitely often

Formally take all vertex sets where the greatest number
present is the same as the number of letter vertices.

Data structure for player B: Keep record of last visited (letter-)
states, and while updating underline the position from where
the current state was taken.
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Latest Appearance Record
Visited letter LAR

A ABCD
C CABD
C CABD
D DCAB
B BDCA
D DBCA
C CDBA
D DCBA
D DCBA
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Example Scenario
Assume the states C and D are repeated infinitely often.

Then:

the states A and B eventually arrive at the last two
positions and are not touched any more; so finally
underlinings appear at most on positions 1 and 2

position 2 is underlined again and again; if only position 1
is underlined from some point onwards, only the same
letter would be chosen from there onwards (and not two
states C and D as assumed)
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Solution of the DJW-Game
LAR-strategy for player B:

During play, update and use the LAR as follows:

shift the current letter vertex to the front
underline the position from where the current letter was
taken

move to the number vertex given by underlined position

These are the two items performed by the strategy:

update of memory

choice of next step (“output”)

Result: Finite-state winning strategy with n! · n states for a
game graph with 2n vertices
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Analyzing the Winning Strategy
Call the underlined position the hit

The states of a LAR up to the hit are called the recent states .

The Muller winning condition says:

For the highest hit occurring infinitely often, the
corresponding recent states form a set in F .

Merge hit value h and status of recent states by attaching a
color to the LAR:

color 2h if recent states form set in F
color 2h − 1 otherwise

So the Muller winning condition says:

The highest LAR-color occurring infinitely often is even
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Parity Condition
We assume a coloring c : Q → {1, . . . , k} of the game graph.

A play ρ ∈ Qω satisfies the parity condition iff the maximal
color occurring infinitely often in ρ is even.

The parity condition says:
∨

j even(∃ωi : c(ρ(i)) = j ∧¬∃ωi : c(ρ(i)) > j)

A parity game is given by a game graph with finite coloring
and the parity condition as winning condition for player B.

The LAR structure allows us to simulate a Muller game by a
parity game.
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From Muller to Parity Games
Theorem (Simulation Theorem):

For a game graph G = (Q, QA, E) and Muller winning
condition w.r.t. the set F ⊆ 2Q, there is a parity game over a
graph G′ = (Q′, Q′

A, E′) with a coloring c of Q′

such that a play ρ over G induces a play ρ′ over G′ and ρ
satisfies the Muller condition iff ρ′ satisfies the parity
condition.

Proof: Assume Q = {1, . . . , n}
Define Q′ := Q × LAR(Q)

LAR(Q) is the set of pairs ((i1 . . . in), h) consisting of a
permutation of 1 . . . n and a number h ∈ {1, . . . , n}
Other notation: (i1 . . . ih . . . in)
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The Construction
Initialization: For i ∈ Q set

f (i) = (i, (12 . . . n))

Definition of E′: Introduce an edge

from (ik, (i1 . . . ih . . . in)) to (im, (imi1 . . . im−1im+1 . . . in))

if (ik, im) ∈ E

Coloring c : LAR(Q) → {1, . . . , 2n}:

c(ik, (i1 . . . ih . . . in)) =

{

2h − 1 if {i1, . . . , ih} 6∈ F
2h if {i1, . . . , ih} ∈ F

Then for a play ρ and the corresponding ρ′:
Inf(ρ) ∈ F iff max(Inf(c(ρ′))) is even
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Application of Game Reduction
We shall show: The parity game over G′ can be solved, with a
positional winning strategy.

Consequence:

If player B wins over G′ from f (q) by a positional winning
strategy, then player B wins the Muller game over G by a
finite-state strategy.

Use the latest appearance records as states in a strategy
automaton.
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Positional Determinacy of Parity Games
Theorem (Emerson-Jutla, Mostowski 1991)

Parity games are determined (i.e., each vertex belongs to
WA or WB), and the winner from a given vertex has a
positional winning strategy.

Over finite graphs, the winning regions and winning
strategies of the two players can be computed in (at most)
exponential time in the number of vertices of the game
graph.

Whether polynomial time suffices in the second item, is a
major open problem.
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Positional Determinacy of Parity Games
here for finite G

Given G = (Q, Q0, E) with coloring c : Q → {0, . . . , k}
We proceed by induction on the number of vertices of G

In the induction step assume that the maximal color k is even
(otherwise switch the roles of players A and B below).

Let q be a vertex of the highest (even) color k.

Define A0 = AttrB({q})
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Induction Step
The set Q \ A0 defines a subgame.

Induction hypothesis ensures the partition of Q \ A0 into the
winning regions UA, UB of the two players (with corresponding
positional winning strategies)

Case 1: From q, player B can ensure to be in UB ∪ A0 in the
next step.

If not Case 1 and q ∈ QB: All transitions go to UA

If not Case 1 and q ∈ QA: Some transition goes to UA

So the complement of Case 1 is the following:

Case 2: From q, player 1 can ensure to be in UA in one step.
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Induction Step Completed
In Case 1 one can show WB = UB ∪ AttrB({q}) and
WA = UA.

A play in the first set either remains in UB from some point
onwards, whence Player B wins by induction hypothesis,

or it visits (by choice of player A) the attractor and hence q
again and again, so that player B wins by seeing the highest
color (even!) repeatedly.

In Case 2 one forms A1 = AttrA(UA ∪ {q}) and applies
induction hypothesis to the domain Q \ A1

Obtain a partition of this domain into VA, VB.

Then WB = VB and WA = VA ∪ A1

Exponential run time!
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Guessing a Winning Strategy
We use a nondeterministic algorithm:

1. Guess WA and WB and positional strategies given by
edge sets: EA with one out-edge from QA-vertices, and EB

with one out-edge from QB-vertices.

2. Check that EA is a uniform winning strategy from each
q ∈ WA and that EB is a uniform winning strategy from
each q ∈ WB

Step 1: is done in nondeterministic polynomial time
(or by exhaustive search of all 2|Q| · 2|Q|2 possibilities)

Step 2: Check whether a given positional strategy is a winning
strategy for player B from q.
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Step 2: Checking Strategies
Remark: For a fixed positional strategy f of player B one can
decide in polynomial time for any q ∈ Q, whether f is a
winning strategy from q

Proof:

Consider graph G( f ) given by the positional strategy f :

Each QB-vertex has precisely one out-edge given by f . We
have essentially a one-player game (of player A).

Check whether in G( f ) there is a path from q to a loop whose
highest color is odd.

For this, check for reachable strongly connected components
in the restriction of G f to colors ≤ m (for odd m).
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Decision Problem “Parity Game”
Given: A finite game graph G with coloring, q ∈ Q

Question: Does player B win the parity game from q?
(Short: “ q ∈ WB in the corresponding parity game?”)

Theorem: The Problem “Parity Game” is in the complexity
class NP ∩ co-NP

Proof: The above nondeterministic procedure shows that the
problem is in NP.

It remains to show that the complementary problem
“ q 6∈ WB?” is also in NP.

This problem means “ q ∈ WA?”. It is solvable in the same way
as “ q ∈ WB?”, hence in NP.

Intriguing: Open problem: Is ”parity game” in P?
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Better Complexity Bounds

An alternative proof (also covering infinite game graphs)
proceeds by induction on the number of colors.

This leads to an algorithm that is exponential in the number of
colors rather than vertices (Jurdzinski, STACS 2000).

An algorithm that takes O(n
√

n) in the number n of vertices is
due to Jurdzinski, Paterson, Zwick (SIAM J. Comp. 2008).
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Further Topics, Current Research
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A Non-Complete Overview
1. Non-regular specifications, Infinite arenas
2. Generalizing strategies
3. Relating specifications and strategies
4. Real-valued games
5. Timed and hybrid games
6. Probabilistic games
7. Concurrent games
8. Games with incomplete information, multiplayer games

Here (by personal bias and current work with students)
only remarks on 1. - 4.

Good recent book:

Lectures in Game Theory for Computer Scientists (K.R. Apt, E.
Grädel, Eds.), Cambridge Univ. Press 2011.
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1. Infinite Game Graphs
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Pushdown Graphs

q0Z0
a // q0XZ0

a //

b
��

q0XXZ0
a //

b
��

q0XXXZ0
a //

b
��

· · ·

q1Z0 q1XZ0
boo q1XXZ0

boo · · ·boo

Theorem (I. Walukiewicz)

For parity games over Pushdown game graphs, memoryless
determinacy holds, and one can compute the winning regions
of the two players (as regular sets), as well as winning
strategies.
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Context-Free Specifications
Church’s Problem is solvable (with infinite-state strategies) for
specifications defined by

deterministic ω-pushdown automata

visibly ω-pushdown automata

deterministic higher-order ω-pushdown automata

But for nondeterministic ω-pushdown automata with B üchi
acceptance this fails.

Whether such a specification is Borel or not is independent of
ZFC (Olivier Finkel).
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Recursive Graphs
Open problem: Find classes of infinite graphs where
interesting games are algorithmically solvable.

Recursive graphs (effectively presented graphs) are much too
general.

Also one has to distinguish the effectiveness of the winning
region from the effectiveness of the winning strategy.

As an illustration we present such a graph (a tree) such that

Clearly player 0 wins from the root.

He cannot win by a computable strategy.

We consider a B üchi game (where the final states are marked
by ”x”)
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A Recursive Infinite Graph
x

← k = 0

← k = 1

← k = 2

← k = 3

“0”

“i”

“1”

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .

: ∈ F

/∈ F

/∈ F

/∈ F

/∈ F

x

Below node i the membership in F switches at level k iff the
Turing machine Mi stops on the empty tape at step k
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Winning Strategy is Not Computable
Claim: Player B wins in the B üchi game over G0 from the root,
but he has no computable winning strategy.

Proof: First claim is clear by inspection of the graph.

Assume player B has computable winning strategy f

Let A f be an algorithm computing f

Use A f to solve the halting problem for Turing machines:

Given TM Mi, consider the play where player 1 branches off
the rightmost branch to vertex i

Apply A f to this play prefix and consider the value “branch
left”, respectively “branch right”.

Value is “branch right” iff Mi stops, started on empty tape.
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2. Generalizing Strategies by Delay
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Continuous Functions
Strategies as addressed in Church’s Problem define functions

f : {0, 1}ω → {0, 1}ω

α 7→ β

They are continuous in the Cantor topology:

β(i) depends only on α[0, j] for some j
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Degrees of continuity
β(i) depends on α[0, j] for

some j < i (delayed output)

j = i (the standard case)

j ≤ i + d (bounded look-ahead)

j ≤ 2i (linearly increasing look-ahead)

etc etc.

Theorem (Holtmann-Kaiser-Ths. FoSSACS 2010)

If player B can win a game specified in MSO logic with any
delay function, then also with appropriate constant delay
(whose value is computable).
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3. Relating Strategies to Specifications
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Definability of Strategies
Consider a game (in the sense of Church) where players A and
B pick letters from Σ.

A strategy (for B) is fixed by |Σ| many languages:

For each letter a we collect the play prefixes that induce the
choice of letter a in the language Sa.

The finite words in Sa are of the form

(a0
b0
) . . . (an−1

bn−1
)(an

∗ )

A strategy is called MSO-definable [FO-definable] if each of the
associated languages Sa is.

From B üchi-Elgot-Trakhtenbrot (1960) we know:
A strategy finite-state iff it is MSO-definable.
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Example
Recall the following first-order (FO-) winning condition:

∀t : α(t) = 1 → β(t) = 1
∧¬∃t : β(t) = β(t + 1) = 0
∧∃ωt α(t) = 0 → ∃ωt β(t) = 0

FO-formula ϕ(X, Y):

∀t(X(t) → Y(t))
∧¬∃t(¬Y(t)∧¬Y(t + 1))
∧((∀s∃t > s¬X(t)) → (∀u∃v > u¬Y(v)))

We remember an FO-definable winning strategy with

w ∈ S0 iff
“first component of last letter is 0
and second component of second-last letter of w is 1”

S1 similarly.
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L-Definable Games and Strategies
An L-defined game is determined with L′-definable strategies
if

for each L-formula ϕ(X, Y), there is either an L′-definable
winning strategy of Player 1 or an L′-definable winning
strategy for Player 2.

Büchi-Landweber:

MSO-defined games are determined with MSO-definable
strategies.
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Result
Theorem (Rabinovich, Th. CSL 2007)

Let L be any of the logics MSO, FO( <), FO(<)+MOD, FO(S).

Then each L-definable game is determined with L-definable
winning strategies.

The statement fails for FO+ ∃ω(S) and Presburger arithmetic.

More recent paper: N. Chaturvedi, J. Olschewski, W. Ths., in
Proc. DLT 2011
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4. Optimization Issues
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Request-Response Games
Over a game graph G = (V , E) introduce

“request sets” sets Rqu1, . . . , Rquk ⊆ V

“response” sets Rsp1, . . . , Rspk ⊆ V

RR-condition:

k
∧

i=1

∀s(Rqui(s) → ∃t (s < t ∧ Rspi(t)))

Standard solution via a reduction to B üchi games.
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Measuring Quality of Solution
Linear Penalty model:
For each moment of waiting (for each RR-condition)
pay 1 unit

Quadratic Penalty model:
For the i-th moment of waiting pay i units

Activation of i-th condition in a play ̺ is a visit to Rqui such
that all previous visits to Rqui are already matched by an
Rspi-visit.
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Values of Plays and Strategies
For both linear and quadratic penalty define:

w̺(n) = sum of penalties in ̺(0) . . . ̺(n) divided by
number of activations

”average penalty sum per activation”

w(̺) = lim supn→∞
w̺(n)

Given a strategy σ for controller and a strategy τ for adversary

̺(σ, τ) := the play induced by σ and τ

w(σ) := supτ w(̺(σ, τ))

Call σ optimal if there is no other strategy with smaller value.
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Computability of Optimal Strategies
Theorem (Horn, Th., Wallmeier, ATVA 2008):
For the quadratic penalty function
(in fact, for any strictly increasing divergent penalty)
one can decide whether a RR-game is won by controller
and in this case one can compute a finite-state optimal
winning strategy.

Proof ingredients:

It suffices to consider strategies with value ≤ M
(induced by bounded waiting time of standard solution).

Conversely: For strategies with value ≤ M one can
assume bounded waiting time.

Reduction to mean-payoff games.
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Conclusion
There is an appealing theory of automata connected with
infinite games

offering

a wide range of applications in controller synthesis,
model-checking, and logic

many branches of active development
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